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A Novel Model for Competition and Cooperation
Among Cloud Providers
Tram Truong-Huu, Member, IEEE, and Chen-Khong Tham, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Having received significant attention in the industry, the cloud market is nowadays fiercely competitive with many cloud
providers. On one hand, cloud providers compete against each other for both existing and new cloud users. To keep existing users
and attract newcomers, it is crucial for each provider to offer an optimal price policy which maximizes the final revenue and improves
the competitive advantage. The competition among providers leads to the evolution of the market and dynamic resource prices over
time. On the other hand, cloud providers may cooperate with each other to improve their final revenue. Based on a Service Level
Agreement, a provider can outsource its users’ resource requests to its partner to reduce the operation cost and thereby improve the
final revenue. This leads to the problem of determining the cooperating parties in a cooperative environment. This paper tackles these
two issues of the current cloud market. First, we solve the problem of competition among providers and propose a dynamic price policy.
We employ a discrete choice model to describe the user’s choice behavior based on his obtained benefit value. The choice model is
used to derive the probability of a user choosing to be served by a certain provider. The competition among providers is formulated as
a non-cooperative stochastic game where the players are providers who act by proposing the price policy simultaneously. The game
is modelled as a Markov Decision Process whose solution is a Markov Perfect Equilibrium. Then, we address the cooperation among
providers by presenting a novel algorithm for determining a cooperation strategy that tells providers whether to satisfy users’ resource
requests locally or outsource them to a certain provider. The algorithm yields the optimal cooperation structure from which no provider
unilaterally deviates to gain more revenue. Numerical simulations are carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed models.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, dynamic pricing, cooperation, Markov Decision Process, Markov Perfect Equilibrium, game theory
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I NTRODUCTION

During the past few years, cloud computing has received significant investments in the industry. Many
cloud providers are participating in the market, forming
a competitive environment which is referred to as multiuser and multi-provider cloud market. Hereafter, we will
use the terms “providers” and “users” to refer to the
cloud actors. Since the amount of resources in a user’s
request is much smaller than the capacity of a provider,
the user’s request can be satisfied by any provider. A rational user will choose the provider whose resources best
satisfy his computational needs, and the resource usage
cost does not exceed his budgetary constraint. The user’s
satisfaction can be evaluated through a utility measure
which depends not only on the resource properties but
also on the user’s preference to choose certain providers,
i.e., two providers with the same resource capacities and
usage price may be considered different for a user due to
the user’s choice behavior and loyalty. Furthermore, the
task of optimally pricing cloud resources to attract users
and improve revenue is very challenging [1]. They need
to take into account a wide range of factors including
the preferences of users, resource capacities and potential
competition from other providers. A provider naturally
wishes to set a higher price to get a higher revenue;
however, in doing so, it also bears the risk of discouraging demand in the future. On the other hand, they also
look for the means to cooperate with other providers to
reduce the operation cost and therefore improve their
final revenue. In this paper, we study both problems of
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the current cloud market: competition and cooperation
among providers.
The competition among providers leads to the dynamics of cloud resource pricing. Modelling this competition
involves the description of the user’s choice behaviour
and the formulation of the dynamic pricing strategies of
providers to adapt to the market state. To describe the
user’s choice behavior, we employ a widely used discrete
choice model, the multi-nomial logit model [2], which is
defined as a utility function whose value is obtained by
using resources requested from providers. From the utility function, we derive the probability of a user choosing
to be served by a certain provider. The choice probability
is then used by providers to determine the optimal
price policy. The fundamental question is how to determine the optimal price policy. When a provider joins
the market, it implicitly participates in a competitive
game established by existing providers. Thus, optimally
playing this game helps providers to not only survive
in the market, but also improve their revenues. To give
providers a means to solve this problem, we formulate
the competition as a non-cooperative stochastic game [3].
The game is modelled as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) [4] whose state space is finite and computed
by the distribution of users among providers. At each
step of the game, providers simultaneously propose new
price policies with respect to the current policies of other
competitors such that their revenues are maximized.
Based on those price policies, users will decide which
provider they will select to request resources. This also
determines whether the market will move to a new state
or not. The solution of the game is a Markov Perfect
Equilibrium (MPE) such that none of providers can
improve their revenues by unilaterally deviating from
the equilibrium in the long run.
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Fig. 1: Overall architecture of a Cloud-of-Clouds system.
On the second problem, the cooperation based on a
financial option allows providers to enhance revenue
and acquire the needed resources at any given time [5].
The revenue depends on the total operation cost which
includes a cost to satisfy users’ resource requests (i.e.,
cost for active resources) and another cost for maintaining data center services (i.e., cost for idle resources). We
address the problem of cooperation among providers
by first employing the learning curve [6] to model the
operation cost of providers and then introducing a novel
algorithm that determines the cooperation structure. The
cooperation decision algorithm uses the operation cost
computed based on the learning curve model and price
policies obtained from the competition part as parameters to calculate the final revenue when outsourcing or
locally satisfying users’ resource requests. The cooperation among providers makes the cloud market become
a united cloud environment, called Cloud-of-Clouds environment as illustrated in Fig. 1. In this architecture, the
Cloud-of-Clouds Broker is responsible for coordinating
the cooperation among providers, receiving users’ resource requests and also doing accounting management.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After
discussing related work in Section 2, we introduce in Section 3 our assumption and the relevant models for users’
resource requests, providers’ operation costs and revenues. We describe in Section 4 the game formulation for
competition among providers. In Section 5, we present
the method for solving the stochastic game which results
in the MPE. Section 6 presents the model and algorithm
for cooperation among providers. Section 7 presents the
numerical simulations and analysis of results that assess
the validity of the proposed model. Finally, we conclude
the paper in Section 8.

2

R ELATED

WORK

2.1 Dynamic pricing and competition
Dynamic pricing in the cloud has gained considerable attention from both industry and academia. Amazon EC2
has introduced a “spot pricing” feature for its resource
instances where the spot price is dynamically adjusted
to reflect the equilibrium prices that arises from resource
demand and supply. Analogously, a statistical model
of spot instance prices in public cloud environments
has been presented in [7], which fits Amazons spot
instances prices well with a good degree of accuracy.

2

To capture the realistic value of the cloud resources,
the authors of [8] employ a financial option theory
and treat the cloud resources as real assets. The cloud
resources are then priced by solving the finance model.
Also based on financial option theory, in [5], a cloud
resource pricing model has been proposed to address
the resource trading among members of a federated
cloud environment. The model allows providers to avoid
the resource over-provisioning and under-provisioning
problems. But there is an underlying assumption is that
there are always providers willing to sell call options.
In [9] and [10], the authors presented their research
results on dynamic pricing for cloud resources. While
[9] studied the case of a single provider operating an
IaaS cloud with a fixed capacity, [10] focussed on the
case of an oligopoly market with multiple providers.
However, both [9] and [10] make the assumption that the
user’s resource request is a concave function with respect
to resource prices. The amount of resources requested
will decrease when prices increase. This assumption is
not practical when users have a processing deadline or
architectural requirements for their execution platform.
Users therefore have to request the required amount of
resources no matter what the prices are. In [11] and [12],
the authors presented auction-based mechanisms to determine optimal resource prices, taking into account the
user’s budgetary and deadline constraints. However,
they considered the pricing model of only one provider.
In contrast, we consider the realistic case of the current
cloud market with multiple providers. In addition, users
may have their preferences in choosing to be served by
particular providers.
2.2 Game theory in utility computing
Game theory has been widely applied in economic
studies for dynamic pricing competition [13], [14], [15].
In utility computing, game theory has been applied
to study different issues: scheduling and resource allocation [16], [17], dynamic pricing [18] and revenue
optimization [19]. In [16], a game-theoretic resource allocation algorithm has been proposed to minimize the
energy consumption while guaranteeing the processing
deadline and architectural requirement. In [17], a useroriented job allocation scheme has been formulated as
a non-cooperative game to minimize the expected cost
of executing users’ tasks. The solution is a Nash equilibrium which is obtained using a distributed algorithm.
However, none of these works considered the user’s
choice behavior, although some of them assume that
resources are owned by different resource owners.
2.3 Cooperation among providers
Cooperation among providers in cloud computing has
been extensively studied with two research approaches:
cloud federation and coalitional formation based on
coalitional game theory.
The idea of federating systems was originally presented for grid computing. For instance, in [20] and [21],
the authors used the federation approach to get more
computing resources to execute large scale applications
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in a distributed grid environment. The application of the
federation approach in the cloud was initially proposed
within the RESERVOIR project [22]. Nevertheless, the
aforementioned works focused only on aggregating as
much resources as possible to satisfy users’ resource
requests. They did not consider the economic issue
which is one of the intrinsic characteristics of cloud
computing. In [23], the authors presented an economic
model along with a federated scheduler which allow a
provider, operating in a federated cloud, to increase the
final revenue by saving capital and operation costs.
Based on coalitional game theory, [24] studied the
problem of motivating self-interested providers to join
a determined horizontal dynamic cloud federation platform and the problem of deciding the amount of resources to be allocated to the federation. The authors
of [19] used the coalitional game approach to form
cloud federations and share the obtained revenue among
coalition members fairly. However, this work did not
consider the operation cost of providers which is an
important factor in the economic model. In this paper,
we consider the realistic case of the current cloud market
where providers may have different operation costs.
Cooperation among providers may reduce the operation
cost and therefore improve the final revenue.

3

S YSTEM

3

TABLE 1: Mathematical notations
Notation
N
M
K
i
j
k
bk
ϕi

Uki
Pki
Cio

Description
Number of providers on the cloud market
Number of resource types of each provider
Number of users on the cloud market
Index of cloud providers
Index of resource types
Index of cloud users
Budgetary constraint of user k
Learning factor of provider i
Maximum number of instances of resource type
j offered by provider i
Per unit benefit of resource type j offered by
provider i
Per unit price of resource type j charged by
provider i
Operation cost of the first active instance of
resource type j owned by provider i
Operation cost of the first idle instance of resource type j owned by provider i
State space of stochastic game/the cloud market
State of the market (ω ∈ Ω)
Individual state of provider i
Discount factor of money
Preference of user k to provider i
Number of instances of resource type j requested by user k
Cost that user k needs to pay when requesting
resources from provider i
Utility of user k being served by provider i
Probability of user k choosing provider i
Operation cost of provider i for active resources

Ciō

Operation cost of provider i for idle resources

Ci

Total operation cost of provider i
Outsourcing cost of provider i when outsourcing to provider i0
Revenue of provider i when satisfying all users’
resource requests locally
Revenue of provider i when outsourcing all
users’ resource requests to provider i0
Revenue of provider i when hosting users’ resource requests from other providers
Discounted sum of future revenue of provider i

ψij
λij
pij
coij
cōij
Ω
ω
βi
γ
ηki
rkj
cki

FORMULATION

3.1 Assumptions
In this paper, we consider providers which offer Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) from which users can request
a number of cloud resource instances and deploy their
own platform for executing their applications. Table 1
presents all the notations used throughout this paper.
There are a total of N providers on the cloud market.
These providers offer a number of resource types denoted by M , e.g., Amazon EC2 offers 4 types of resources
called VM instances: small, medium, large and extra
large1 . Depending on the capacity of each resource type,
providers define a per unit price to charge users for
resource usage. We denote vector pi = (pi1 , pi2 , . . . , piM )
as the price vector of provider i where pij with j ∈
[1, . . . , M ] is the per unit price of resource type j
(US$/hour). For each resource type of each provider, we
additionally define the per unit benefit λij , i.e., per unit
benefit of resource type j offered by provider i, to reflect
the relative capacity of the resource in satisfying the
user’s computational needs. A higher benefit resource
may be more expensive than a lower benefit one.
3.2 Users’ resource requests
We assume that, in total, K users distribute their resource requests among N providers. User k places a
request for a bundle of resources rather than for individual items which is the usual case in the cloud
environment. Therefore, the resource request of user
k is represented by a vector rk = (rk1 , rk2 , . . . , rkM )
where rkj with j ∈ [1, . . . , M ] is the required number of
instances of resource type j. For user k, we additionally
1. Amazon EC2 Instances: http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing

outsource
Cii
0

Rilocal
outsource
Rii
0
hosting

Ri

V̂i

define bk as his budgetary constraint. Given the price
policies of all providers, the cost that user k needs to
pay for using resources offerred by provider i is defined
PM
as cki = j=1 rkj pij , subject to cki 6 bk , ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , N ],
and ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , K].
3.3 Market state
The state of the market is given by ω = (ω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωK )
where ωk ∈ {1, . . . , N } is the identification/index of the
provider to which user k sends his resource request, i.e.,
user k chooses to be served by provider ωk . Let Ω denote
the state space which is the set of possible states of the
market. We define a function δ : Ω×{1, . . . , N } → {0, 1}K
to convert the market state to the individual state of
a specific provider. Let β i be the individual state of
provider i corresponding to the market state ω, we have

β i = δ(ω, i) = (βi1 , βi2 , . . . , βiK ), βik =

1 if ωk = i,
0 otherwise.
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3.4

4

Providers’ operation costs

In the current cloud market, providers may have different resource capacities and operation management
processes. This leads to different operation costs among
providers. The learning curve model [6] assumes that
as the number of production units are doubled, the
marginal cost of production decreases by a fixed factor.
One minus this factor is called learning factor. The
provider with a higher learning factor has to pay a
higher operation cost than that of the provider with a
lower learning factor when running the same number
of production units. Mathematically, given the individual state β i of provider i, we denote vector ai =
(ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aiM ) as the list of numbers of active instances of each resource type operated by provider i, i.e.,
these instances are in production for satisfying users’ rePK
source requests. Hence, aij is computed as k=1 βik rkj .
The total cost of operating active instances is then
Cio (β i ) =

1+log ϕ
M
X
coij aij 2 i
1 + log2 ϕi
j=1

(2)

where coij is the operation cost of the first active instance
of resource type j operated by provider i, and ϕi is the
learning factor of provider i. It is to be noted that the
learning factor is the same for all resource types operated
by the same provider.
In addition to active resource instances, providers also
need to maintain the basic services for idle resource
instances. Let vector ψ i = (ψi1 , ψi2 , . . . , ψiM ) denote the
resource capacities of provider i, where ψij is maximum number of instances of resource type j offered
by provider i, the number of idle instances of each
resource type is represented by vector (ψi1 − ai1 , ψi2 −
ai2 , . . . , ψiM −aiM ). The total operation cost for these idle
resource instances is therefore
Ciō (β i ) =

M
X
cōij (ψij − aij )1+log2 ϕi
1 + log2 ϕi
j=1

(3)

where cōij is the operation cost of the first idle instance
of resource type j operated by provider i.
The total operation cost of provider i is therefore
Ci (β i ) = Cio (β i ) + Ciō (β i )
=

3.5

1+log ϕ
M
M
X
X
coij aij 2 i
cōij (ψij − aij )1+log2 ϕi (4)
+
.
1 + log2 ϕi
1 + log2 ϕi
j=1
j=1

Providers’ final revenues

Given the price policy pi = (pi1 , pi2 , . . . , piM ) and the
individual state β i of provider i, the total gross revenue
of provider i is defined as follows:
gross

Ri

gross

(β i , pi ) = Ri
=

K
X
k=1

(δ(ω, i), pi )

βik cki =

K
X
k=1

βik

M
X

!
rkj pij

.

(5)

j=1

Combining the gross revenue with the total operation
cost, we obtain the final revenue of provider i as follows:

gross

Ri (β i , pi ) = Ri

(β i , pi ) − Ci (β i ) =

K
X

βik cki

k=1

−

M co a1+log2 ϕi
X
ij ij
j=1

1 + log2 ϕi

−

M cō (ψ − a )1+log2 ϕi
X
ij
ij
ij
j=1

1 + log2 ϕi

(6)
.

4

DYNAMIC RESOURCE PRICING AND COMPE TITION AMONG PROVIDERS
4.1 Stochastic game formulation for competition
We formulate the competition among providers as a
stochastic game [25]. The game is then modelled as a
Markov Decision Process (MDP) which is defined by
a four-tuple (Ω, A, R, P ). Ω is the state space of the
market. At any time, the state of the market is given
by ω = (ω1 , . . . , ωK ) where ωk ∈ {1, . . . , N } is the
identification or index of the provider by which user
k chooses to be served. The size of state space Ω is
|Ω| = N K . A is the action space. Providers are the
players of the game who act by proposing the price
policy simultaneously. R is the reward function which
is the total final revenue of each provider and P is the
transition probability. For instance, P (ω 0 |ω, p1 , . . . , pN )
is the probability of transitioning to state ω 0 given that
the market is at state ω and providers propose price
policies (p1 , . . . , pN ). More precisely, at state ω ∈ Ω,
provider i proposes a price policy pi = (pi1 , . . . , piM ) to
attract users sending resource requests to it in the next
period. The objective of each provider is therefore to find
an optimal price policy p̂i = (p̂i1 , . . . , p̂iM ) at all states ω
that maximizes the discounted sum of future revenue:
V̂i (ω, p̂1 , . . . , p̂N ) =

∞
X

ˆ
˜
γ t E Rit |p̂1 , . . . , p̂N , ω 0 = ω ,

(7)

t=0

where Rit is the revenue received at period t as defined
in (6). The game proceeds as follows:
Step 1. Assuming that the game is currently at the end
of period t − 1. The state of the market is ω in
which the individual state of provider i is β i and
state of all providers other than i is β −i . β −i is
observable to provider i.
Step 2. Given this information, all providers in the market simultaneously propose a new price policy.
They can increase or decrease the price to increase the chance that users will send resource
requests to them in the next period t.
Step 3. Depending on the providers’ price policies, users
then decide which provider they will be served
by. The market moves to state ω 0 at period t.
Step 4. In the period t, provider i will receive a total
revenue of Rit as defined in (6). The game then
repeats again from Step 1 to Step 4.
Solving this game results in the optimal price policies
for all providers. The optimal solution is an MPE which
assures the stability of the solution: no provider can
achieve a better revenue by deviating unilaterally from
his or her Markov strategy as long as the other providers
continue to use their Markov strategies [4]. It is wellknown that the use of Markov strategies in a noncooperative game may prevent the attainment of efficient
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outcomes which are the Pareto Optima [26]. However,
since providers pursue their own self-interest, they do
not have incentives to play according to Pareto Optima
in a non-cooperative game. For more discussion on MPE
and Pareto Optima, we refer the reader to [27]. Yet, when
a new provider joins the market, the game changes in
the number of players and providers have to change
their price policies to take into account the potential
competitive advantage of the new provider. Thus, the
game needs to be re-solved once the market changes.
4.2

User utility function and choice probability

In the current cloud market, users can easily compare
resource prices of all providers and calculate the obtained utility before deciding to be served by a certain provider. Understanding the user’s choice behavior can help providers to strengthen their competitive
advantage. Discrete choice models have been widely
used to describe the user’s choice behavior and derive the choice probability from the principle of utilitymaximization [15]. In this paper, we employ the multinomial logit (MNL) model based on its broad adoption [2]. For more discussion on the MNL model used in
marketing science literature, we refer the reader to [28].
Naturally, with the same amount of resources requested from a provider, the user’s utility is inversely
proportional to the cost he pays to the provider. We
define the utility function Uki of user k to provider i
as follows:
Uki = αki − cki + ηki = vki + ηki ,
(8)
PM
where αki = j=1 rkj λij is the total benefit received by
PM
using resources of provider i, cki =
j=1 rkj pij is the
cost that user k pays to provider i, and ηki is the preference of user k to provider i. For ease of presentation,
we define an additional variable vki = αki − cki .
As shown in (8), the user’s utility is decomposed into
two parts: the first part, labeled as vki , that is observable
by providers, and the second part denoted by ηki which
is the user’s preference to a provider to whom it is
unknown. This unknown part is therefore treated as
random variable. We assume that random variable ηki is
an i.i.d extreme value, i.e., the distribution is also called
the Gumbel distribution and type I extreme value [29].
−η
The probability density of ηki is f (ηki ) = e−ηki e−e ki ,
−η
and the cumulative distribution is F (ηki ) = e−e ki .
We can now derive the logit choice probability, denoted as Pki , that user k chooses to be served by provider
i as follows:
Pki = Prob(Uki > Uki0 , ∀i0 6= i)
= Prob(vki + ηki > vki0 + ηki0 , ∀i0 6= i)
(9)
0
= Prob(ηki0 < ηki + vki − vki0 , ∀i 6= i).
Based on the density function and the cumulative distribution, some algebraic manipulation of Eq. (9) results
in a succinct, closed-form expression:
evki
Pki = P v 0 ,
ki
i0 e

(10)

which is the probability of user k choosing provider i
to request resources. For the detailed algebra that leads
to (10), we refer the reader to [2] (chapter 3).
4.3

State transition probability

Given the choice probability ofP
user k choosing to be
served by provider i, Pki = evki / i0 evki0 , the probability
of user k not choosing provider i is then 1 − Pki . Given
the current state of the market, ω, we now compute the
probability of a transition from state ω to ω 0 . According
to Eq. (1), the corresponding current individual state of
provider i is β i = δ(ω, i), and the future individual state
is β 0i = δ(ω 0 , i). The weighted probability of a transition
from the current state β i to the future state β 0i of provider
i is defined as follows:
qi (β 0i |β i , pi ) = σi (β i |β 0i )

K
Y
` 0
´
0
βik Pki + (1 − βik
)(1 − Pki ) , (11)
k=1

 P

K
0 2
) is a weightwhere
= exp − k=1 (βik − βik
ing factor that is small when the sum of squared distance
between state β i and β 0i is large. The weighted probability of the market to transit from state ω to state ω 0 is
σi (β i |β 0i )

q(ω 0 |ω, p1 , . . . , pN ) =

N
Y

qi (β 0i |β i , pi ),

(12)

i=1

where β i = δ(ω, i) and β 0i = δ(ω 0 , i). We now have the
normalized state transition probability:
q(ω 0 |ω, p1 , . . . , pN )
P (ω 0 |ω, p1 , . . . , pN ) = X
.
q(θ|ω, p1 , . . . , pN )

(13)

θ∈Ω

5

S OLVING

THE STOCHASTIC GAME

We now present the algorithm for solving the game. The
algorithm’s output is the optimal price policies of all
providers. We also analyze a limitation of the algorithm
and introduce a method to overcome this limitation.
5.1

Algorithm for finding optimal price policies p̂

Since the game modelled as an MDP satisfies Bellman’s
Principle of Optimality which indicates that “an optimal
policy has the property that whatever the initial state and
initial action are, the remaining actions must constitute
an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from
the first action”, it can be solved via dynamic programming. The algorithm is based on the Bellman equation
which is derived by summarizing the rewards of the
current period and that of all future periods associated
with a discount factor [30]. At the end of period t − 1,
when the market is at state ω, the corresponding Bellman
equation is
V̂i (ω) = max

pi ∈RM
+

n

h
io
Ri (δ(ω, i), pi ) + γEω0 V̂i (ω 0 )|ω, pi , p−i , (14)

where pi is the price policy of provider i at state
ω, p−i is the price policies of providers other than i,
Ri (δ(ω, i), pi ) is the final revenue of provider i received
at state ω with price policy pi as defined in (6), and
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h
i
γEω0 V̂i (ω 0 )|ω, pi , p−i is the discounted expected future revenue of provider i where the expectation is
taken over the successor state ω 0 . Solving (14) results
in the maximal revenue and the optimal price policy of
provider i at state ω as follows
n
h
io
p̂i (ω) = arg max Ri (δ(ω, i), pi ) + γEω0 V̂i (ω 0 )|ω, pi , p−i .
pi ∈RM
+

(15)

By making explicit the expectation operator in (14)
and (15), we can derive a new formula for the expected
revenue in (16) and the optimal price policy in (17).
V̂i (ω) = max

pi ∈RM
+

ff

X
P (ω 0 |ω, pi , p−i )V̂i (ω 0 )
Ri (δ(ω, i), pi ) + γ
ω 0 ∈Ω

(16)
ff

X
P (ω 0 |ω, pi , p−i )V̂i (ω 0 )
p̂i (ω) = arg max Ri (δ(ω, i), pi ) + γ
pi ∈RM
+

ω 0 ∈Ω

(17)
V̂it (ω) = max

pi ∈RM
+


ff
X
t−1
0
Rit (δ(ω, i), pti )+γ
P (ω 0 |ω, pti , pt−1
)
V̂
(ω
)
−i
i

Algorithm 1 Finding optimal price policies p̂
Input: Users’ resource requests and budgetary constraints: rk and bk , k = 1, . . . , K. Information about
all providers: ϕi , ψij , λij , coij and cōij , i = 1, . . . , N, j =
1, . . . , M . Discount factor: γ.
Output: Optimal price policies: p̂
1: Make initial guesses for the value function V̂i0 (ω) ∈
R and the price policy p0i (ω) ∈ RM
+ for each provider
i = 1, . . . , N in each state ω ∈ Ω. Pick a random state
to be the initial state of the market;
2: stop ← 0; /*stop condition*/; t ← 0 /*iteration*/
3: while stop 6= 1 do
4:
Update the value function V̂it (ω) and the price
policy pti (ω) for all providers according to
Eqs. (18) and (19), respectively. In (18) and (19),
pt−1
−i refers to the price policies of providers other
than provider 
i at iteration t − 1; 

5:

6:
7:

8:
9:
10:

ff
X
t−1
p̂ti (ω) = arg max Rit (δ(ω, i), pti )+γ
P (ω 0 |ω, pti , p−i
)V̂it−1 (ω 0 ) 11:
pi ∈RM
ω 0 ∈Ω
+
12:
(19)
ω 0 ∈Ω

(18)

Each provider has its own version of Eqs. (16) and (17).
This implies that for each provider and for each initial
state, maximization is performed with respect to a nonlinear equation with M variables pij , with ∀i = 1, . . . , N
and ∀j = 1, . . . , M . In total, there are N ×|Ω| = N ×N K =
N K+1 non-linear equations, where N is the number of
providers, K is the number of users and N K is the size
of state space. The best response of all these non-linear
equations must satisfy the users’ budgetary constraints,
i.e., cki 6 bk , ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , N ], and ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , K].
Two well-known algorithms to solve the maximization
of systems of non-linear equations are Gauss-Jacobi and
Gauss-Seidel [31], [32] which are both iterative-based
methods. The main difference between them is the way
to update the value and price policy in each iteration.
We refer the reader to [33] for a more detailed discussion
on both methods. In this paper, we advocate the GaussSeidel method as it has the advantage that information is
used as soon as it becomes available. The full algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 1. It is noted that, during the
execution of the while loop (lines 4–12) whenever new
values V̂it (ω) and pti (ω) are available, they are immediately used to replace the old values V̂it−1 (ω), pt−1
(ω)
i
within the same iteration. In lines 6 and 7, the cc variable
is defined as the convergence criterion; it is compared to
a small number  for stopping the algorithm.
5.2 Avoiding the curse of dimensionality
The key difficulty of the model is computing the expectation over all successor states in (16) and (17). As the
size of the state space is N K where N is the number of
providers and K is the number of users, it will increase
exponentially when N or K increases. Thus, the number

cc ← maxω∈Ω V̂ t (ω) − V̂ t−1 (ω / 1 + V̂ t (ω ;
if cc <  then /*satisfied by all providers*/
stop ← 1;
else
Compute the next state of the market;
t ← t + 1;
end if
end while
2221
2212
2222

2122
1222

Fig. 2: Generation of successor states: the current state
is 2222, which means all users choose to be served by
Provider 2, there will be 5 successor states in which users
can stay unchanged or switch to Provider 1.
of successor states also increases. The problem becomes
very severe when applying this model to today’s cloud
market with many thousands of users. To cope with the
explosion in the number of successor states, we assume
that the changes in the providers’ price policies cause the
state transitions that are restricted to going one level up,
one level down or staying the same, i.e., provider will
gain, lose one user or stay with the same set of users.
Thus, the number of successor states is only K + 1. With
a total of N providers, the total number of successor
states is N (K + 1). Fig. 2 shows an example of the new
set of successor states generated from a current state in
the market with 2 providers and 4 users.
Applying this method to Algorithm 1, the while loop
needs to be slightly modified such that from the current
state ω ∈ Ω, the algorithm first generates the new set
of successor states and then uses this set to update the
value function V̂it (ω) and the price policy pti (ω) for each
provider according to Eqs. (18) and (19), respectively.

6 C OOPERATION AMONG PROVIDERS
In this section, we first present an overview on a Cloudof-Clouds system. Then, we describe the cooperation
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method among providers based on the mathematical formulations of the operation cost and revenue. Finally, we
present the algorithm for making cooperation decisions.
6.1

Overview of Cloud-of-Clouds system

Increasing resource demands with different requirements from users raise new challenges which a single
provider may not be able to satisfy, given that the
resilience of cloud services and the availability of data
stored in the cloud are the most important issues. Scaling up the infrastructure might be a solution for each
provider, but it costs a lot to do so, and the infrastructure
may be under-utilized when demand is low. A multiple
cloud approach, which is referred to as Cloud-of-Clouds,
is a promising solution in which several providers cooperate to build up a Cloud-of-Clouds system for allocating
resources to users. The Cloud-of-Clouds system can
facilitate expense reduction (i.e., savings on the operation
cost), avoiding adverse business impacts and offering
cooperative or portable cloud services to users [34]. The
architecture of a Cloud-of-Clouds system is depicted
in Fig. 1 in which a dedicated broker is responsible
for coordinating the cooperation among providers. The
broker has all information about the resource capacities
and price policies of all providers. Based on the users’
resource requests, the broker will run a cooperation
decision algorithm to decide with whom a particular
provider should cooperate. The broker can be cloned
on each provider’s infrastructure and the cooperation
decision algorithm will be executed when required by
its owner. However, since price policies and resource
capacities of providers change over time [8], keeping the
consistency of this information for each version of the
broker may not be easy. Therefore, we consider the case
of a centralized algorithm run on the centralized Cloudof-Clouds Broker to yield a global optimal solution.
The focused cooperation problem is the agreement
among providers for outsourcing users’ resource requests. Although providers are competing to attract
users and improve their revenues, between any two
providers, an outsourcing agreement may be established
such that one provider can outsource its users’ resource
requests to its cooperator (or helper), i.e., satisfying
users’ resource requests by using the cooperator’s infrastructure. However, how is the outsourcing cost calculated? Since providers are rational, the cooperation
should result in a win-win situation where the provider
who outsources its users’ resource requests may pay a
lower cost than satisfying them locally, and the provider
who hosts outsourcing requests will receive the final
revenue at least as much as that without cooperation.
It is to be noted that under the Cloud-of-Clouds
model, many intertwined issues need to be considered
before the system can operate efficiently. First, interoperability is one of the major issues. Every provider has its
own way on how users or applications interact with the
cloud infrastructure, leading to cloud API propagation [35].
This prevents the growth of the cloud ecosystem and
limits cloud choice because of provider lock-in, lack of
portability and the inability to use the services offered
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by multiple providers. An interoperability standard is
therefore needed to enable users’ applications on the
Cloud-of-Clouds to be interoperable. Second, cooperation among providers requires a common Service Level
Agreement (SLA) governing expected quality of service,
resource usage and operation cost. Defining a “good
faith” SLA allows the Cloud-of-Clouds to minimize conflicts which may occur during the negotiation among
providers. One reason for the occurrence of these conflicts is that each provider must agree with the resources
contributed by other providers against a set of its own
policies. Another reason is the incurrence of high cooperation costs (e.g., network establishment, information
transmission, capital flow) by the providers as they do
not know with whom they should cooperate [34]. Last
but not least, the network latency among providers’
infrastructures also needs to be taken into account. It
can be added as a constraint in the cooperation model to
guarantee the service availability and satisfy the special
requirements of users, and thus, may affect the optimal
cooperation structure. In this paper, we only focus on
the cooperation agreement among providers, and leave
the study of the other issues mentioned above for future
work. Hereafter, the term “hosting” provider is used to
refer to the provider who satisfies its own users’ requests
(i.e., “stays local”) and accepts outsourcing requests from
other providers, and the term “outsourcing” provider is
used to refer to the provider who outsources its users’
resource requests to another provider and becomes idle.
6.2

Assumptions for the cooperation method

Several assumptions are needed to make our model
simple but still reflect the real behaviors of providers.
First, we assume that a provider can outsource its users’
resource requests to only one provider at one time. All its
users’ resource requests will be satisfied by the selected
provider and its local resources become idle. Satisfying
a partial number of users’ resource requests at the local
site or sending to multiple providers may not be the
best choice since the overhead of the operation cost at
the local site plus the cooperation costs at the partners’
sites may increase.
Second, a provider can accept as many as outsourcing requests without facing the limitation of resource
capacities. This reflects our aforementioned assumption
that a provider has enough resource capacity to satisfy
all users’ resource requests since supply is much higher
than demand in the current cloud market. Additionally,
with the quasi-unlimited capacities, the order of accepting outsourcing requests becomes unimportant. This
assumption reflects the case of Amazon EC2 which has
quasi-unlimited capacities and wants to have as many
resource requests as possible to gain higher revenue [36].
Finally, a provider can refuse outsourcing requests if
its total final revenue when hosting resource requests
from others is less than that when outsourcing its own
users’ resource requests to another provider. In this
case, outsourcing providers will choose the next highest
provider if it exists. If not, they have to satisfy their users’
resource requests locally.
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6.3

8

Outsourcing cost and final revenue of providers

We now present the mathematical models for the outsourcing cost and the final revenue of both outsourcing
provider and hosting provider. Recall that the final revenue of provider i satisfying its users’ resource requests
locally is defined as
Rilocal (β i , pi ) =

K
X

βik cki −

j=1

k=1

−

M co a1+log2 ϕi
X
ij ij

1 + log2 ϕi
(20)

M cō (ψ − a )1+log2 ϕi
X
ij
ij
ij

1 + log2 ϕi

j=1

where the first term is the gross revenue received from
users. The second and third terms are the total operation
costs for active and idle resources, respectively.
When two providers cooperate, the resource usage
cost, that a provider has to pay when outsourcing to the
other, is cheaper than that paid by users for the same
requests. We define the outsourcing cost of provider i
which outsources its users’ resource requests to provider
i0 as the difference in the operation cost when the amount
of resources of provider i0 allocated to provider i is active
and idle. Mathematically, this cost is defined as follows:
1+log2 ϕi0

1+log2 ϕi0

M co a
X
i0 j ij

outsource
Cii
(β i , i0 ) =
0

M cō a
X
i0 j ij

−

1 + log2 ϕi0
1 + log2 ϕi0
j=1
“
” 1+log ϕ
0
2
o
ō
i
M
ci0 j − ci0 j aij
X

j=1

=

(21)

1 + log2 ϕi0

j=1

where aij is the number of instances of resource type
PK
j defined as aij = k=1 βik rkj , that are outsourced to
provider i0 , and ϕi0 is the learning factor of provider
i0 . The final revenue of provider i when outsourcing its
users’ resource requests to provider i0 is then
outsource
Rii
(β i , pi , i0 ) =
0

K
X

βik cki −

M cō ψ 1+log2 ϕi
X
ij ij

1 + log2 ϕi
j=1
“
” 1+log ϕ
2 i0
M
coi0 j − cōi0 j aij
X
k=1

−

(22)

1 + log2 ϕi0

j=1

where the first term is the gross revenue that provider
i receives from users, the second term is the operation
cost for all local idle resources and the third term is the
outsourcing cost that provider i pays to provider i0 .
Finally, the total final revenue of provider i0 , which
stays local to satisfy its own users’ resource requests and
accept outsourcing requests from other providers, can be
formulated by combining Eqs. (4), (5) and (21). In detail,
Let Li0 denote the set of all providers which outsource
their users’ resource requests to provider i0 . We extend
Eq. (4) to formulate the operation cost of provider i0 :

Ci0 (β i0 , Li0 ) =

M
X
j=1

+

M
X
j=1

“
”1+log2 ϕ 0
X
i
coi0 j ai0 j +
alj
l∈Li0

1 + log2 ϕi0
(23)

“
”1+log2 ϕ 0
X
i
cōi0 j ψi0 j − ai0 j −
alj
l∈Li0

1 + log2 ϕi0

.

The final revenue of provider i0 when accepting outsourcing requests is then
hosting

Ri0

gross

(β i0 , pi0 , Li0 ) = Ri0

(β i0 , pi0 ) +

X

outsource
Cli
(β l , i0 )
0

l∈Li0

(24)

− Ci0 (β i0 , Li0 )

where the first term is defined in (5), the second term is
defined in (21) and the third term is defined in (23).
Provider i outsources its users’ resource requests to
provider i0 if the final revenue of provider i when
outsourcing is greater than that when satisfying all
outsource
users’ resource requests locally, i.e., Rii
(β i , pi , i0 ) >
0
local
0
Ri (β i , pi ). Provider i accepts outsourcing requests
from other providers if it does not have a higher gain
when outsourcing its own users’ resource requests.
6.4

Algorithm for making cooperation decisions

In this section, we present an algorithm for determining
the cooperation structure among providers. Since the full
algorithm is quite long and complex, we first provide
an overview of the algorithm in Algorithm 2 and then
present a detailed analysis of the algorithm.
The algorithm starts by computing the final revenue of each provider when outsourcing its users’
resource requests to each of the other N − 1
outsource
(β i , pi , i0 ), ∀i, defined in (22). These
providers, Rii
0
outsource
0
Rii0
(β i , pi , i ) values are used later on in the algorithm to determine the best provider i0 for provider i
to outsource to, and also to compare with the sum of
revenues when hosting local users’ resource requests,
i.e., “staying local”, and when hosting users’ resource
hosting
requests from other provider’s users, Ri0
(β i0 , pi0 , Li0 )
defined in (24). This procedure is presented in lines 2–8.
The critical part of the algorithm is in the while loop,
lines 10–38, where it has to make the decision for a
provider who wants to outsource its users’ resource
requests, but may also have outsourcing requests from
other providers, or its best provider to outsource to has
not decided to become a hosting provider yet. The while
loop stops when there is no more provider which can be
a hosting provider, i.e., it has outsourcing requests from
other providers. The stop flag is used to exit the while
loop. In each iteration, a provider will be removed from
P, the set of all providers. This provider may be put into
P1 , the set of all hosting providers, or P2 , the set of all
outsourcing providers.
In the for loop, lines 12–17, the algorithm determines Li0 , the set of providers who maximize their revenues when outsourcing their users’ resource requests to
outsource
provider i0 , by evaluating Rii
(β i , pi , i0 ). Provider
0
outsource
0
i belongs to Li if the condition Rii
(β i , pi , i0 ) >
0
outsource
00
00
0
Rii
(β
,
p
,
i
),
∀i
=
6
i
holds.
For
example,
Provider
00
i
i
1 can outsource its users’ resource requests to Provider
2 or Provider 3 if the revenues when outsourcing
to Provider 2 or 3 are higher than that when stayoutsource
ing local, i.e., R12
(β 1 , p1 , 2) > R1local (β 1 , p1 ) and
outsource
R13
(β 1 , p1 , 3) > R1local (β 1 , p1 ). Depending on the
outsource
outsource
values of R12
(β 1 , p1 , 2) and R13
(β 1 , p1 , 3),
Provider 1 will belong to the set L2 or L3 . If
outsource
outsource
R12
(β 1 , p1 , 2) > R13
(β 1 , p1 , 3), then Provider
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Algorithm 2 Determination of the cooperation structure
Input: Users’ resource requests: rk , k = 1, . . . , K. Information about all providers: ϕi , ψij , coij and cōij ,
i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , M . Price policies of all
providers p̂.
Output: Cooperation structure.
1: P ← {1, 2, . . . , N }; /*set of all providers*/
2: for i = 1 → N do
3:
for i0 = 1 → N do
4:
if i 6= i0 then
outsource
5:
Compute Rii
(β i , pi , i0 ) based on (22);
0
6:
end if
7:
end for
8: end for
9: P1 ← ∅; P2 ← ∅; stop ← FALSE;
10: while stop 6= TRUE do
11:
stop ← TRUE;
12:
for i0 ∈ P \ {P1 ∪ P2 } do
13:
Find Li0 ; /*set of providers outsourcing to i0 */
14:
if Li0 6= ∅ then
15:
stop ← FALSE;
16:
end if
17:
end for
0
18:
i∗ ← 0; i∗ ← 0; maxval ← −realmax;
19:
for i0 ∈ P \ {P1 ∪ P2 } and Li0 6= ∅ do
hosting
(β i0 , pi0 , Li0 ) defined in (24);
20:
Compute Ri0
21:
Determine the best provider i00 for provider i0
;
to outsource to by evaluating Rioutsource
0 ,i00
22:
if i00 6= 0 then
hosting
− Rioutsource
;
23:
Ridiff
← Ri0
0 ,i00
0
24:
else
hosting
;
← R i0
25:
Ridiff
0
26:
end if
27:
if maxval < Ridiff
then
0
∗
0 ∗0
28:
maxval ← Ridiff
← i00 ;
0 ;i ← i ;i
29:
end if
30:
end for
31:
if i∗ 6= 0 then
0
32:
if maxval > 0 or i∗ ∈
/ P1 then
33:
P1 ← P1 ∪ {i∗ }; /*hosting provider*/
34:
else
35:
P2 ← P2 ∪ {i∗ }; /*outsourcing provider*/
36:
end if
37:
end if
38: end while
39: if P \ {P1 ∪ P2 } =
6 ∅ then
40:
for i ∈ P \ {P1 ∪ P2 } do
41:
Determine the best provider i0 for provider i
to outsource to;
42:
if i0 6= 0 and i0 ∈ P1 then
43:
P2 ← P2 ∪ {i}; /*outsourcing provider*/
44:
else
45:
P1 ← P1 ∪ {i}; /*stay local*/
46:
end if
47:
end for
48: end if
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1 belongs to set L2 since Provider 1 gains better revenue
when outsourcing its users’ resource requests to Provider
2 rather than Provider 3. Otherwise, Provider 1 beoutsource
longs to set L3 . If Rilocal (β i , pi ) > Rii
(β i , pi , i0 ), ∀i0 ,
0
provider i will not belong to any Li0 . Set Li0 is updated
in each iteration of the while loop as the best provider i0
for provider i to outsource to may decide to become an
outsourcing provider rather than a hosting provider. In
this case, provider i will choose the next highest provider
outsource
i0 by re-evaluating Rii
(β i , pi , i0 ).
0
Lines 18–30 determine the next provider who will
make a decision. For provider i0 which has not yet
decided and which may have several outsourcing requests from providers in Li0 , the algorithm computes
its total revenue when staying local and accepting
all outsourcing requests from all providers in Li0 ,
hosting
Ri0
(β i0 , pi0 , Li0 ), defined in (24). The algorithm also
determines the best provider i00 to which provider i0 can
outsource its own users’ resource requests by evaluating
. Let Ridiff
denote the difference in the revenue
Rioutsource
0 ,i00
0
of provider i0 between staying local and accepting outsourcing requests from other providers in Li0 , versus
outsourcing its own users’ resource requests to its best
hosting
. If provider i0 gains
−Rioutsource
= R i0
provider i00 , Ridiff
0 ,i00
0
the highest revenue when staying local even without
hosting outsourcing requests, i.e., there is no provider i00
hosting
for provider i0 to outsource to, Ridiff
is set to Ri0
. The
0
diff
provider which has the highest value of Ri0 and its best
0
hosting provider are marked by i∗ and i∗ , respectively.
Provider i∗ is selected to make the final decision by
executing lines 31–37. If maxval (i.e., Ridiff
∗ ) is greater
than or equal to 0, i.e., provider i∗ gains a higher
revenue when accepting outsourcing requests from other
providers than that when it outsources its own users’
0
resource requests to provider i∗ , the final decision of
provider i∗ is to stay local and to accept outsourcing
requests. Provider i∗ is put into set P1 as a hosting
provider. If maxval is negative, provider i∗ prefers to
outsource its users’ resource requests to its best provider
0
i∗ . The final decision of provider i∗ depends on the
0
decision of provider i∗ . Two cases can happen. First,
0
if provider i∗ is a hosting provider, the decision of
provider i∗ is to outsource its users’ resource requests to
0
provider i∗ . When that happens, provider i∗ is put into
0
set P2 . Second, if provider i∗ has not made its decision
∗
yet, then provider i must stay local and satisfy its users’
resource requests using local resources. This is the final
0
decision of provider i∗ since provider i∗ later on will
diff
< 0.
also become an outsourcing provider as Ridiff
∗0 < Ri∗
∗
When that happens, provider i is put into set P1 .
After exiting the while loop, all providers which can be
a hosting provider have been processed. For the remaining providers in set P, which have not yet made a decision, each will become either an outsourcing provider
if its best provider to outsource to is a hosting provider
(i.e., in set P1 ), this provider enters set P2 . Or, it will stay
local to satisfy only its own users’ resource requests, this
provider enters set P1 (lines 39–48).
It is noted that during the execution of the while loop,
it can happen that provider i wants to outsource to
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provider i0 and provider i0 also wants to outsource to
provider i (i.e., “cyclic cooperation”). By choosing the
provider which has the maximum value of Ridiff , we
give the privilege to the provider, who best improves
the final revenue, to make the cooperation decision first
and thereby solve the cyclic cooperation problem.
It is also worth noting that once providers are placed
in set P1 or P2 , they will not change the decision
anymore. Indeed, if providers are in set P1 , their final
revenue when being a hosting provider and accepting
outsourcing requests is higher than that when outsourcing its own users’ resource requests. Hence, they will not
change to become an outsourcing provider. Furthermore,
if there is any outsourcing request from the others, the
providers in set P1 will accept and gain even higher
revenue according to the second assumption presented
in Section 6.2. Similarly, a provider in set P2 does not
have any outsourcing request from other providers and
the revenue when outsourcing its own users’ resource
requests is higher than that when staying local. The
matching process of provider i outsourcing its users’
resource requests to its best hosting provider i0 is done
when provider i is put into set P2 (lines 35 and 43).
6.5

Optimality of the algorithm

With the assumptions presented in Section 6.2, we claim
that the proposed algorithm yields the optimal cooperation structure in which the cooperation decision results in the highest revenue for each provider. Thus, no
provider can unilaterally deviate to gain more revenue.
Proposition 6.1. The cooperation structure found by the
proposed algorithm is the optimal solution for all providers
in the Cloud-of-Clouds based on the assumptions presented in
Section 6.2.
Proof: The proof of the above proposition is selfexplanatory from the principle of revenue maximization.
Indeed, as explained in Section 6.4, once provider i
makes the decision which is its best solution based on the
principle of revenue maximization, it will not change its
decision anymore. The decision made by other providers
later on will not change the decision of provider i as it
gains more revenue when it is a hosting provider, or it
gains nothing when it is an outsourcing provider. Due
to the limit of space, we refer the reader to [37] for an
example illustrating the optimality of the algorithm.
It is worth noting that without the assumptions presented in Section 6.2, the problem will be more complex and require a more advanced formulation that is
solved, e.g., by a combinatorial optimization method.
For instance, the first assumption is said that a provider
can outsource to only one provider, and when it decides
to outsource, all its users’ resource requests will be
satisfied by the hosting provider. Without this assumption, outsourcing providers have to solve the problem
of determining which user’s resource request will be
outsourced to which hosting provider. Furthermore, if
we ignore the second assumption which relates to quasiunlimited capacities of providers, then hosting providers
have to determine which outsourcing requests will be
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accepted to maximize the revenue. They also have to
consider the arrival order of outsourcing requests since
it has an impact on their final revenues.

7

N UMERICAL

SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

7.1 Parameter settings of simulations
For all simulations, we set the discount factor γ = 0.95
which corresponds to a 5% interest rate, the convergence
constraint  = 1e−4 . The users’ preferences which follow
the Gumbel distribution are generated with the location
parameter µ = 3 and the scale parameter β = 4. We set
the number of resource types offered by each provider
M = 4 which is similar to that offered by Amazon EC2.
We also use the per unit prices charged by Amazon to
calculate the budgetary constraint for all users. The initial value for price policies of all providers is set to zero.
Users’ resource requests are classified into three classes:
small, medium and high demand classes which require
a tuple of resources rj = (6, 5, 4, 2), rj = (25, 20, 15, 8)
and rj = (60, 50, 40, 20), respectively. This reflects the
real user behavior that a user in the small class often
requests a few number of resource instances for testing
and experimental purpose while a user in the high
demand class needs more resources for running their
application on the production level. The number of users
is set to 1024, except when explicitly indicated.
In the first group of simulations performed for validating the dynamic pricing and competition approach, the
number of providers is set to N = 2 whose resources
generate per unit benefit λ1 = (0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.8) and
λ2 = (0.15, 0.25, 0.5, 0.7), respectively. By choosing N =
2, we simplify the simulation without loss of generality
and retaining the competitive characteristics of the cloud
market. Three simulations were examined:
1) The objective of the first simulation is to show the
difference between the monopoly market with a sole
provider and the oligopoly market with 2 providers;
2) The second simulation is to illustrate the evolution
of the market to the equilibrium state; and
3) The last simulation is to show the convergence of
the price policies and revenue of providers, and to
assess the performance of the algorithm.
In the second group of simulations for validating
the cooperation approach, we performed a large-scale
simulation to illustrate the step-by-step execution of the
cooperation decision algorithm.
Finally, we performed an intensive simulation to show
the scalability of our model to a realistic market size and
measured the running time of the proposed algorithms.
7.2 Analysis of results on dynamic resource pricing
and competition
7.2.1 Monopoly versus oligopoly
With the same number of users and the same resource
requests, it is expected that the revenue of the sole
provider in a monopoly market is much higher than
that in an oligopoly market since users do not have
any choice. However, when there is competition in the
market, users’ resource requests are distributed among
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TABLE 2: Price policies and total revenue of providers
when market is a monopoly and oligopoly

Monopoly
Oligopoly

Type 1
0.32
0.32
0.32

Price policies
Type 2
Type 3
0.40
0.48
0.40
0.47
0.39
0.47

Type 4
0.77
0.78
0.77

Total
Revenue
30087.68
09395.20
20695.04

TABLE 3: Users’ resource requests, budgetary constraints
and their preferences to cloud providers
User
index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Request
class
small
small
medium
medium
high
small
medium
medium

Budget
constraint
6.82
8.24
28.21
31.73
100.60
8.49
39.53
27.09

User’s preference (ηki ) to
Provider 1
Provider 2
6.0570
1.7210
0.9966
1.0970
8.5080
−0.9336
10.7100
5.0810
3.4213
3.3910
0.2286
7.9860
8.2780
4.3190
2.4630
3.1840

the providers. Thus, the final revenues of providers
decrease. In any case, the price policies are optimal
since Algorithm 1 finds the price policies that maximize
the revenue of providers while still assuring that usage
costs do not exceed the users’ budgetary constraints. As
we can observe in Table 2, the sum of revenues of all
providers in the oligopoly market is almost equal to the
revenue of the sole provider in the monopoly market.
However, depending on the users’ resource requests,
price policies are set accordingly. For instance, from Table 2, it can be observed that in the Monopoly simulation,
the first three resource types (Types 1–3) are slightly
more expensive than in the Oligopoly simulation while
the fourth resource type (Type 4) is slightly cheaper.
7.2.2 Evolution of the market to the equilibrium
We performed this simulation with K = 8 users. This
allows us to depict the evolution of the market as
shown in Fig. 3. The users’ resource requests and their
preferences to providers are presented in Table 3. The
results show that there always exists a unique MPE no
matter what initial state is set. Indeed, we pick randomly any initial state among the 256 states in the state
space, the game always converges to the equilibrium
state ω = (2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1) as illustrated in Fig. 3.
At the equilibrium state, the optimal price policies of
the two providers are p1 = (0.27, 0.35, 0.46, 0.82) and
p2 = (0.29, 0.31, 0.48, 0.82) with the optimal revenues
R1 = $88.09 and R2 = $108.94, respectively. As illustrated by dotted arrows in Fig. 3, from the equilibrium
state, providers have no incentive to unilaterally deviate
from their optimal price policies to improve the revenue.
This simulation also shows that if users are indifferent
to providers, they will be sensitive to prices. As shown
in Table 3, User 5 slightly prefers Provider 1 to Provider
2, i.e., the preference of User 5 is 3.4213 to Provider 1
versus 3.3910 to Provider 2. However, the price policy of
Provider 2 makes the utility of User 5 attain the maximal
value. Thus, User 5 changes his provider to Provider 2
instead of Provider 1 at the equilibrium state. Yet, this
simulation shows that although providers do not know
the users’ preferences and have to treat these variables as
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p1 p2

11111222
p1=(0.27, 0.35, 0.46, 0.82)
p2=(0.29, 0.31, 0.48, 0.82)

p1 p2

p1=(0.13, 0.12, 0.65, 0.81)
p2=(0.95, 0.19, 0.13, 0.66)

R1: $82.16
R2: $78.07
22112211

R1: $88.09
R2: $108.94

p1 p2

R1: $85.74
R2: $107.60
21112122

22221111

p1 p2

p1=(0.59, 0.21, 0.58, 0.84)
p2=(0.07, 0.72, 0.20, 0.42)

Fig. 3: Market’s evolution with 2 providers and 8 users.
random, the logit discrete choice model allows providers
to derive the accurate probability of being chosen by
users. Adjusting price policies can increase or decrease
the providers’ chances of being chosen. Except for users
who may be confused among providers and have to
change their providers (i.e., User 5), all users are more
satisfied with their preferred provider than with others.
7.2.3 Convergence of price policies and revenue
We present the convergence of the price policy of
Provider 1 in Fig. 4a, and for Provider 2 in Fig. 4b,
respectively. Fig. 4c shows the convergence of the discounted sum of future revenue of both providers. By
comparing the prices of the same resource type offered
by the two providers, it is expected that the price of resource types with higher benefit will be more expensive.
In this simulation, all resource types 1, 2 and 3 follows
this affirmation. However, if users are more familiar
with the provider having the lower benefit resource, this
provider can increase the price of this resource type to
improve his revenue. In this simulation, resource type 4
of Provider 1 has a higher benefit than resource type 1
of Provider 2, i.e., λ14 = 0.8 versus λ24 = 0.7, but it is
cheaper, i.e., p14 = 0.80 versus p24 = 0.82.
As shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, the price policies quickly
converge to the equilibrium after 10 iterations. The number of iterations depends on the speed of convergence
of the optimization solver used for solving the problem.
However, our intensive simulations show that the algorithm always converges to the optimal solution. Furthermore, to avoid the convergence to the local optimum,
we use the stopping condition which is based on the
discounted sum of future revenue as depicted in Fig. 4c.
7.3 Analysis of results on cooperation
In this section, we present an evaluation of the cooperation model. We consider a Cloud-of-Clouds with N = 8
providers since it is large enough for a provider to
choose its cooperation partner. The number of users’ resource requests is set to K = 512. With the large number
of users’ resource requests submitted to a provider, the
operation cost and revenue will be highly affected when
the provider outsources its users’ resource requests to
its partner. We first present a simulation to illustrate the
execution of the algorithm step-by-step and then analyze
the dynamic changes of the cooperation decisions.
7.3.1 Algorithm validation
With the large number of users, we will not present
all details of their resource requests. For providers, we
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(a) Resource prices of Provider 1.

20000
15000
10000
Provider 1
Provider 2

5000
0

0

2

4
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(b) Resource prices of Provider 2.
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0
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4
6
Iteration index

8
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(c) Discounted sum of future revenues.

Fig. 4: Convergence of price policies and discounted sum of future revenues of all providers.
TABLE 4: Simulation input data for illustrating the cooperation decision algorithm: infrastructure size and operation
cost of the first active and idle instance of each resource type provided by each provider: the index is that of providers

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Learning
factor

Operation cost of
the first idle instance

Index

Operation cost of
the first active instance

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2408
2453
2063
2457
2316
2048
2139
2273

2479
2483
2078
2486
2479
2243
2400
2071

2211
2458
2396
2480
2328
2017
2425
2467

2340
2379
2372
2196
2328
2085
2353
2015

0.06
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.06

0.07
0.07
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.07

0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.09

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.09
0.09

0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04

0.05
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.04

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.79
0.75
0.76
0.88
0.86
0.80
0.90
0.75

Infrastructure size

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.17
0.18
0.17
0.12
0.16
0.17
0.13
0.12

0.28
0.26
0.29
0.27
0.24
0.28
0.25
0.27

0.53
0.56
0.53
0.54
0.57
0.53
0.56
0.54

1.05
1.05
1.06
1.11
1.07
1.05
1.11
1.11

#Users

Total
Revenue

Provider
Index

TABLE 5: Price policies, users distributions and final
revenues after competition

27
32
47
69
55
81
95
106

837.90
1105.80
1592.10
2197.40
1761.80
2737.20
3180.80
3830.80

Price policies

present in Table 4 the infrastructure size which is the
maximum number of resource instances offered by each
provider, operation costs for the first active and idle resource instance, and the learning factor. With these input
data, after running Algorithm 1 described in Section 5,
we obtained the price policies and the distribution of
users among providers as shown in Table 5.
Following the first part of Algorithm 2 (lines 2–
8), the algorithm computes the final revenue of each
provider when it outsources its users’ resource requests
outsource
to each of the other 7 providers. The values of Ri,i
0
are shown in Table 6 where row provider represents
i and column provider represents i0 . When i = i0 ,
outsource
Ri,i
, which is shown in bold text, is the revenue
0
of provider i when satisfying users’ resource requests looutsource
cally. Ri,i
, which is in italics, is the higher revenue of
0
provider i when outsourcing its users’ resource requests
to provider i0 compared to the revenue when staying
local. It is observed that Providers 4, 5 and 7 improve
the final revenue when outsourcing to Providers 1, 2 and

3 since they have the higher learning factor which leads
to the higher operation cost. Similarly, Provider 6 also
improves the revenue when outsourcing to Provider 1.
However, Providers 1, 2 and 3 also want to outsource
their users’ resource requests to their preferred provider.
In the first iteration of the while loop, the algorithm
first determines the set of outsourcing providers for
outsource
each provider by evaluating Ri,i
. Based on Table 6,
0
we can see that the best provider for Providers 2, 3,
4, 5, 6 and 7 to outsource to is Provider 1. Thus,
L1 = {2, . . . , 7}. Without outsourcing requests from other
providers, Provider 1 may want to outsource to Provider
2. Thus, L2 = {1}. For Providers 4, 5 and 7, though they
can outsource to Provider 2 or 3, the best provider to
which they can outsource and gain the highest revenue
is Provider 1. Provider 8 does not belong to any set as
it does not gain a higher revenue when outsourcing.
Thus, we will have L3 = . . . = L8 = ∅. The algorithm
then executes lines 18–30 to determine which provider
will make its decision first, i.e., choosing one provider
among the providers who have outsourcing requests
from the others. There are only Providers 1 and 2 which
have outsourcing requests. The algorithm computes the
total revenue of Provider 1 when hosting all outsourcing
requests from providers in set L1 and does similarly for
Provider 2. The total hosting revenue of Providers 1 and
2 is compared to their revenue when outsourcing. In
this case, Provider 1 prefers to outsources to Provider 2
and Provider 2 wants to outsource to Provider 1. Table 7
presents the R1diff and R2diff values. As Provider 1 has the
best improvement, i.e., R1diff = 60.36 versus R2diff = 2.05,
Provider 1 is selected to make the decision. It is then put
into set P1 as a hosting provider (lines 31–37).
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TABLE 6: Outsourcing revenue of each provider to other providers in the market: the index is that of providers
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
837.9
1107.9
1595.3
2244.5
1797.4
2749.5
3268.3
3822.1

2
850.0
1105.8
1581.4
2227.2
1782.3
2730.3
3247.1
3799.2

3
839.2
1095.5
1592.1
2208.0
1765.7
2709.0
3223.4
3773.7

4
812.4
1063.4
1538.6
2197.4
1717.8
2642.0
3146.6
3688.3

TABLE 7: Hosting revenue versus outsourcing revenue
Provider (i)

hosting
Ri

1
2

910.36
1109.95

outsource
Ri,i
0
850.00 (i0 = 2)

1107.90 (i0 = 1)

Ridiff
60.36
2.05

TABLE 8: Competition and cooperation revenue and
improvement percentage: the index is that of providers
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Competition
revenue
850.00
1105.80
1592.10
2197.42
1761.84
2737.21
3180.81
3830.80

Cooperation
revenue
910.36
(hosting)
1107.90
(i∗ = 1)
1595.33
(i∗ = 1)
2244.52
(i∗ = 1)
1797.44
(i∗ = 1)
2749.53
(i∗ = 1)
3268.29
(i∗ = 1)
3830.80
(locally)

Improvement
percentage
7.10%
0.19%
0.20%
2.14%
2.02%
0.45%
2.75%
0%

Starting the second iteration of the while loop, the
algorithm updates the set of outsourcing providers.
Only L2 is updated since Provider 1 has decided to
be a hosting provider. L2 is then an empty set. As all
Providers 2–8 do not have outsourcing requests, i.e.,
L2 = · · · = L8 = ∅, the algorithm exits the while loop
and executes lines 39–48. For Providers 2–7, their best
provider to outsource to is Provider 1 which is in set
P1 . Hence, their cooperation decision is to outsource
their users’ resource requests to Provider 1 and become
idle. Since Provider 8 does not gain a higher revenue
when outsourcing, it decides to stay local to satisfy its
own users’ resource requests without any outsourcing
request from other providers. The optimal cooperation
decision and revenue’s improvement of each provider
are presented in Table 8. The revenue improvement is
up to 7.10% due to cooperation, except for Provider 8.
7.3.2 Dynamic decision for cooperation
Depending on the market situation where users’ resource requests and price policies of providers change
dynamically, the cooperation decision will be adjusted
accordingly. Since the cooperation model depends on
many parameters, we could not perform simulations to
determine the main parameter affecting the cooperation
decision of providers, and to show different cooperation
decisions in different market states. However, it can
be expected that the providers, which have low users’
demands, high operation cost and learning factor, tend
to outsource their users’ resource requests to a provider
which has a lower operation cost and learning factor.
This reflects the case from real life where a person can
use his car or bus to travel. If he uses the bus, he will pay
for the bus ticket and also the car park cost. If he uses

5
786.7
1032.8
1498.3
2154.2
1761.8
2580.1
3076.0
3610.2

6
771.8
1015.4
1476.3
2125.9
1693.7
2737.2
3040.2
3571.1

7
735.7
971.9
1417.6
2045.4
1627.6
2486.4
3180.8
3450.9

8
726.0
960.8
1404.0
2028.5
1612.9
2467.7
3019.6
3830.8

his own car, he will pay for petrol but have a lower car
park cost. Hence, the final decision depends on the route
distance that he has to travel, per unit cost of petrol,
car park cost and the bus ticket price. Comparing the
total cost of travelling by bus and that of using his own
car will give the final decision. Therefore, Algorithm 2
should be executed once the market state changes.
7.4 Scalability of the model
The proposed model is able to scale to a realistic size
of the market within an acceptable time limit. On a Dell
Optiplex 780 with 2 processors Core 2 Duo running at
3.16GHz with 4GB RAM, we run the simulation with 8
providers which corresponds to the number of biggest
public providers in the current market. We exponentially
increase the number of users up to 1024. For each
value of the number of users, we execute the algorithm
10 times with different users’ preferences and resource
requests. It is expected that the execution time of the
algorithm increases when the number of users increases.
Despite the exponential increase of the state space size of
the market, the proposed method of avoiding the curse
of dimensionality reduces significantly the number of
successor states that the algorithm has to compute the expectation. At the highest number of users, the improved
algorithm generates the results after 1306.534 ± 222.657
seconds, while the simulation could not even run with
the original algorithm. The standard deviation of the execution time is relatively high due to the convergence time
of the Bellman equation. The scalability of our model
would be even better if Algorithm 1 is implemented as a
parallel program where each execution thread processes
the expressions for each provider in the game.

8

C ONCLUSION

In the current fiercely competitive cloud market, many
providers are facing two major challenges: finding the
optimal prices for resources to attract a common pool
of potential users while maximizing their revenue in the
presence of other competitors, and deciding whether to
cooperate with their competitors to gain higher revenue
after receiving their own users’ resource requests. We
presented a game-theoretic approach to address the former challenge. We integrated the discrete choice model,
which describes the user’s choice behavior based on the
user’s utility, to allow providers to derive the probability
of being chosen by a user. By modelling the stochastic
game as an MDP, our numerical results prove the existence of an MPE from which providers cannot unilaterally deviate to improve their revenue. Our algorithm,
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which computes the equilibrium prices, is shown to
converge quickly. Next, we introduced a novel approach
for the cooperation among providers. The cooperation
algorithm results in a win-win situation where both
cooperation partners can improve their final revenue.
The cooperation structure found by the algorithm is the
optimal one for each provider. Thus, no provider has any
incentive to unilaterally deviate to gain more revenue.
The simulation results show that our approach is scalable
and can be adopted by actual cloud providers.
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